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Paid Research Assistant: Job No 1/2021 
About Us  
The Rights Resource Network SA is a volunteer-run network designed to share information and 

research among academics, community organisations and individuals who share an interest in 

protecting the human rights of South Australians. It is not an incorporated organisation and it 

does not have a formal, hierarchical decision-making process. This is a paid research position. 

To find out more about volunteering with us please visit rightsnetworksa.com. 
 
About this Research Opportunity   Support for Development of SA Parliament 

Public Engagement Evaluation Toolkit Pilot 

Total hours (rate approx $45 per hour 

depending on expertise) 

35 Hours – Commence mid Oct 2021 end mid Nov 

2021 – flexible work arrangements  
Completion Date  Complete by 15 November 2021 

Key Contact person  Dr Sarah Moulds, sarah.moulds@unisa.edu.au or 

0401132544  

Skills required  Legal research skills eg finding and summarising 

parliamentary committee reports  

Written communications skills eg drafting a 

comparative table and briefing Note  

Key tasks  Identify a number of different public engagement 

techniques employed by the South Australian 

Parliament during the last 3 years. 

Identify the existing data that may be used for 

evaluation (having regard to the evaluation criteria set 

out in the IPEN Toolkit and Moulds Conference Paper) 

Describe the other information that may be necessary 

to collect or access to enable evaluation using 

the criteria set out in the IPEN Toolkit and 

Moulds Conference Paper 

Present this information in a written, referenced 

Briefing Note and a shorter power point presentation 

Key outputs  Draft a Briefing Note to contribute to development of a 

SA Parliament Public Engagement Evaluation Toolkit  
A blog post on the key rights issues arising  

Meetings required?  Yes – 15 minutes online once a week  

Where to go for help or more info  Dr Sarah Moulds, sarah.moulds@unisa.edu.au or 

0401132544  

Tips for how to describe this in your CV  In this position I worked independently to provide high 

quality tailored legal information and research that 

contributed directly to improving the capacity of the 

South Australian parliament to improve its strategies 

for engaging with the community.  

 


